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USD


Chinese clocked a higher than expected GDP growth in Q4 @ 6.5% & even its industrial production beat
estimates. However, consumer spending was poor, indicating an economy dependent on govt. spending.



A mild risk off in Asian equity markets and that is driving Asian currencies lower against USD.



USD/INR may open marginally higher, around 73.25 on Jan futures. Bias remain of a range.



RBI remains the biggest buyer of USD and as long as they keep defending 73.00, pair may attempt 73.50.



But, if RBI reduces the pace of intervention, then USDINR can decline towards 72.20 levels.

EURO
1.

US remains poised to recover faster from the pandemic than Europe but as long as US
central banks remains committed to asset purchases, USD may remain under pressure.

2.

EURUSD has come under pressure due to poor COVID situation in EU and dovish
European central bank.

3.

If EURUSD tests the support zone below 1.20, then EURINR can decline towards 88.00
levels on Jan futures. The zone between 87.60/87.90 remains a significant support
zone. At the same time near 89.70/90.00 remains a major resistance zone.

GBP



GBP is doing well compared to Euro after BOE clarified that they are not keen on
negative rate of interest.



GBPUSD has strong support near 1.3540 & 1.3450 levels.



GBPINR Jan fut is a buy on decline near 99.20 with SL below 99.00 on a cls basis.
Support: 99.70 & 99.20. Resistance: 100.40 & 100.80.

JPY

1.

USD/JPY continues to respect the primary downtrendline. This coupled with the fact that
USDINR remains well supported near 73.00, JPYINR can remain supported above 70.00
levels.

2.

Buy on decline advised if JPYINR trades near 70.10/30 region with SL below 70.00 on a daily
closing basis. Target 71.10 & 71.30 levels.
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POSITIONAL VIEW (1 to 2 MONTH)

USD/INR

Due to the expected liberal policies of new US President, FPI/FDI inflows can increase into
India. This can steer USDINR DOWNWARD, towards 72.50 levels on spot.

EUR/INR

Due to concerns of ECB over strong Euro and stringent virus lockdown being in place in
Eurozone, EURINR may remain within a range of 88.00 and 90.00 levels on spot.

GBP/INR

Due to lack of fresh triggers, GBPINR may remain within a range for the next couple of months.
Hence, selling closer to 101 is advised with stop above 101.50. At the same time, buying can
be done, if prices drop near 98.50/80 levels.

JPY/INR

JPYINR is a buy on decline as USDJPY remains capped below 104.40 & USDINR well
supported near 73.00 levels. JPYINR can be bought on dip near 70.10/30 region with SL
below 70.00 on a daily closing basis.
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